
Circular motion
Isaac Newtona) and Richard Conn Henryb)

~Received 20 October 1999; accepted 30 November 1999!

An extraordinarily simple and transparent derivation of the formula for the acceleration that occurs
in uniform circular motion is presented, and is advocated for use in high school and college
freshman physics textbooks. ©2000 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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The familiar formula for the acceleration that occurs
uniform circular motion,

a5
v2

r
, ~1!

may be, today, a staple of freshman physics, but just
years ago it represented the cutting edge of physics rese
Its introduction marked the real beginning of the mathem
tization of physics. How did it arise? And most importan
how should it be taught to students today?

The recognition that uniform circular motion does invol
acceleration began with Galileo and Descartes; howe
‘‘their handling of the problem was remarkably vague, a
their qualitative, sometimes fuzzy, explanations of circu
motion allowed them to ignore basic flaws in their respect
systems of the world.’’1

The person whosolvedthe problem was Christiaan Huy
gens in his bookHorologium Oscillatorium~1658; second
edition in 1673!, the actual proof only appearing in Huygen
posthumous bookDe Vi Centrifuga~1703!. The effect of his
discovery was immense: Edmund Halley, Christopher Wr
and Robert Hooke were all able immediately to substitute
result into Kepler’s third law and deduce that the gravi
tional force must vary inversely as the square of the dista
from the sun. Their method produces the greater part of
law of gravitation, as I now show.

Consider two planets, massesm andM, that are in circular
orbits and are distant from the sunr andR, and have years o
length t andT. According to Kepler’s third law,

T2

t2 5
R3

r 3 , ~2!

while Huygens provided

f

F
5S mv2

r D S R

MV2D
5

mRv2

MrV2 5
mR

Mr

4p2r 2

t2

T2

4p2R2 5
mrT2

MRt2
~3!

~where I have also used the definition of the periodt
52pr /v!. Combining these two results gives

f

F
5

mrR3

MRr3 5
~m/r 2!

~M /R2!
, ~4!

which yieldsf }m/r 2 or f 5GM(m/r 2) using Newton’s later
value for the constant of proportionality. Given this, is it a
wonder that Hooke felt, to the end of his days, thathe had
discovered the law of gravitation? But while none of t
three could deduce Kepler’s laws from their result, Newt
could and did. Halley and Wren, properly recognizing t
genius of Newton, never made any claim of discovery.
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Which, indeed, brings us to Newton. Did Newton know
Huygens’ formula? Hooke, Halley, and Wren did, but Ne
ton was intellectually more isolated in Cambridge, which
those days was a backwater compared with London. Perh
it still is! 2 Newton did obtain a copy ofHorologium, from
Henry Oldenburg, shortly after its publication. In any cas
Newton independently obtained the formula, and in a w
that ismuch superiorto that employed by Huygens.

Huygens’ method will be discussed briefly below, as
matter of historical interest. The main aim of my articl
however, is to presentNewton’smethodso that it can be
used in effectively teaching the origin of Eq. (1) to the mo
ern young student of physics.

The essential problem that all the early physicists fac
was the need to work a vectorial problem, not having a r
theory of vectors available. Whatwasavailable to them was
the parallelogram law for combining vectors in two
dimensional problems; that result is as old as Aristotle.3

If one doeshave vector methods, there are modern me
ods for obtaining Eq.~1! that are delightful.4 But Eq.~1! is so
crucial that one does not want the beginning physics stud
to think that it cannot be obtained except by sophistica
methods, with which the student is only beginning to beco
familiar. That is one reason why a clear exposition of Ne
ton’s wonderful method is pedagogically valuable.

Newton’s Method. The method used by Newton, abo
1665, is described by Westfall,5 and has been analyzed i
detail, from an historical perspective, by Erlichson.6 My aim,
here, however, is not historical, it is to present the method
it can and should be presented to the modern student.

The starting point is the resolution of forces into comp
nents~parallelogram law!. As we shall see, that is really a
that is needed; and that is nice, because teaching studen
resolve forces into components is of course basic and ne
sary in any case, and the present application gives the
dents a tremendous reward, quickly, for mastering the
tion.

In Fig. 1~a!, I show a particle that is moving in a straigh
line with constant speedv and which will soon hit a hard
surface atA. The component of the velocityv that is perpen-
dicular to the surface isv cosu. In Fig. 1~b!, the particle has
undergone the impact, and the component of the velocity
is perpendicular to the surface is againv cosu, but it is now
directed oppositely, so that thetotal changein velocity is

Dv52v cosu ~5!

~the component of the velocity that is parallel to the surfa
v sinu, not having changed in the impact!. It is in the change
of direction that the change ofvelocity enters. And the
change in velocity, we see, is in a direction that isnormal to
the surface struck.
637© 2000 American Association of Physics Teachers
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And that is it! All we need to do now, is toapply this
result, as Newton did, to the case of a particle that is crash
around a circle~Fig. 2!. The figure shows the case ‘‘circl
traversed inn512 impacts,’’ but of course Newton and I ar
going to letn go to infinity andw go to zero very soon.

It should be emphasized that what is important is
changein velocity, notwhat producesthat change. Whethe
the change is produced by a crash with a wall, or by gra
tation, the change in the velocity is the change in the vel
ity.

The first point we note is that thechangein velocity is
alwaysdirected toward the center of the circle~i.e., is always
normal to the surface struck! at each impact.

Fig. 1. A particle moving with velocityv strikes a hard surface atA, re-
bounding at the same angleu with which it struck. The component of its
velocity in the horizontal direction is alwaysn sinu, and the particle always
moves withspeedv.

Fig. 2. A particle bounces around a circle, hitting the circle a total of
times, and each time bouncing at an angleu to the normal to the circle.
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We have seen that the change in velocity due toeach
impact isDv52v cosu, so thesumof the fractional changes
that result from then impacts is

SDv52nv cosu. ~6!

But nw52p andw12u5p so

SDv52
2p

w
v cosS p

2
2

w

2 D5
4p

w
v sinS w

2 D
>

4p

w
v

w

2
52pv, ~7!

where in the penultimate step I have recognized that
small angles the sine is approximately the angle; whenn is
infinity, andw is zero, our result is exact.

So, we conclude thatSDv52pv in going around a com-
plete circle, whatever may be the cause of the circular m
tion.

It should be pointed out again to the students that altho
the speed of the particle never changes, always being sim
v, because of the change ofdirection in going around the
circle, the velocity does change, every time the particl
bounces.

We are now in a position to compute the accelerati
which is what we want. Because all the bounces are
same, we can calculate the accelerationeither from the ve-
locity change in any one bounce,or ~as Newton did! from
the sum of the fractional changes. Newton’s approach gi

a5
Dv
Dt

5
SDv

T

2pv

S 2pr

v D 5
v2

r
, ~8!

whereT is the time to go around the circle. So we have o
desired result!

We have already noted that the change in velocity is
ways in the direction perpendicular to the surface struck, t
is, in the direction of the center of the circle. So we ha
found both the magnitude and the direction of the accele
tion for circular motion.

Notice how unsophisticatedall of the steps have been
That is the great virtue of the method.

It is clear that Newton recognized from the symmetry
the problem that theaveragemagnitude of the acceleratio
~as we just calculated it! would be the same as theinstanta-
neousvalue of the same quantity. There is some virtue, ho
ever, indirectly calculatingthe instantaneous value—in fac
some instructors may find this approach pedagogically p
erable. With our same trigonometric substitution, the ‘‘sing
bounce’’ change in velocity yieldsDv52v cosu'vw for the
case of many bounces~i.e., for the case thatw is small!. If Dt
is the time to go through~small! w, thenDt'wr /v and the
instantaneous acceleration

a5
Dv
Dt

5
vw

S wr

v D 5
v2

r
, ~9!

which is equal to our previous value.
Huygens’ method. Huygens considered a particle that

thrown sideways, which he knew would fall in a parabo
curve. He constructed the largest circle that passes thro
the original position of the particle, and yet does not cut
parabola. The method isnot elegant. Newton, in his secon
638I. Newton and R. C. Henry
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approach to the same problem, like Huygens considere
comparison with motion under gravitation.

This alternate approach is presented elegantly and
cisely by Tipler,7 Tipler’s exposition requiring no vecto
concepts. However, these proofs by Huygens, by New
and by Tipler, do mix thegeneralconcept of circular motion
with the particular question of motion under gravity, an
they also do require the student to know that for const
accelerationa, the distance traveled in timet, is at2/2. In
contrast, Newton’s first method~which I have presented
above! hasneither of these complications, and is therefo
strongly to be preferred for the student’s first introduction
the acceleration that is associated with circular motion.
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CLEANING THE BLACKBOARD

To further enhance our readiness, Fermi used his clout as a member of the Accademia d’Italia
to promote a small international nuclear physics conference, which was held in Rome in October
1931 and attended by about thirty well-chosen physicists. At the conference I had the privilege of
cleaning the blackboard for Marie Curie. Regrettably, I did not do it to her satisfaction, and she
told me so in no uncertain terms.

Emilio Segrè, A Mind Always in Motion—The Autobiography of Emilio Segre` ~University of California Press, Berkeley,
1993!, p. 88.
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